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Enigmatic
Allure

Timeless – What’s New

IT’S ABOUT TIME

Franck Muller fans in Asia Pacific are in
luck with the latest release from the brand.
The Cintrée Curvex Crazy Hours Pastels
Asia Exclusive is a stylish range adorned
with 66 brilliant-cut diamonds and is only
available in this region. Choose between a
rose gold or stainless steel case, finished
off in pastel colours like blue, orange,
purple, and beige.
franckmuller.com

The spirit of classic glamour is
reimagined for IWC’s 2019 Portofino
line. Loved for its subtlety and
sophistication, the women’s range
enjoys a reduced diameter of 34
millimetres, perfect for slender wrists.
It is available in either 18-carat 5N gold
or stainless steel cases, with silverplated, blue, or green dials, featuring
diamonds on either the case or dial.
iwc.com
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Timeless – What’s New

Louis Vuitton recently unveiled the
Tambour Damier Cobalt chronograph
– a bold new version of its emblematic
Tambour watch, which is inspired
by the famous Damier canvas. A
graphic “V” covers the dial, adding
a chic and sporty element, while the
self-winding movement can be viewed
through a sapphire crystal case back.
louisvuitton.com

The ArtScience Museum in Singapore is a
modern architectural icon that inspired
Mido’s Rainflower timepiece collection,
which is a women’s range that boasts clean
lines just like the Moshe Safdie building.
The beauty of the watch lies in the fact
that it is not a one-size-fits-all model, and
allows wearers to choose case treatments,
straps, dials, and even precious stones.
midowatches.com

Jewellery watch brand Beauregard
adds another feather to its cap with
the recent release of Lili, a Swiss-made
cocktail watch that is sure to captivate
with its enchanting sophistication and
intricacy. The timepiece features an
assortment of hand-polished precious
stones on its dial, framed by diamonds
and a gold case, and complemented by
a textured leather strap in white, black,
pink, or light blue. beauregard.ch
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